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By means of a series of rhetorical questions characterized by analogies 
drawn from common experience and well-known empirical phenomena, 
the prophet Amos logically and skillfully draws his unexpecting audience 
into the flow of a persuasive and penetrating presentation of the inextric-
able relationship of all events and happenings. 1 This didactic device drawn 
from folk wisdom is anchored in the premise that every event has its im-
mediate cause and every cause, in turn, leads to its own concomitant re-
sult. 2 Once the people are cognizant of the fact that nothing is accidental, 
aud that there is an indissoluble and inevitable interrelationship between 
cause and result in both the animal and human spheres of existence, they 
would then be unable to deny that an identical sequence exists between the 
direct command of God to the prophet to speak (the cause) and the ensu-
ing words of the prophet (the result)-a necessary conclusion which thus 
applies and expands the law of causality from the natural and social realms 
to the religious sphere. Amos is hereby presenting an .. apologia" for his 
(and every prophet's) calling. He justifies and legitimizes his pro-
phetic commission·' by explaining its authority and authenticity as well as 
its absolute force and necessity. By such compelling and commanding rea-
I. Sec the: annotations of Gordis ( 1980, pp. 2111-219) to whom it is a privilege to dedicate: 
this article:. For a rhetorical analysis of this c:ntin: chapter, with special emphasis upon this 
pc:ncopc:. sec: Gitay t 19110. pp. 293-309). The: most recent study is by Renaud ( 1981, pp. 353· 
3721 who proposes a rc:cons1ruc1ion of the: unit in the following three stages: vss. 4-5. 6b. and 
vs. II as two independent sections representing the: original unity to which wen: later added 
vss. 3 and 6a. and subsequently vs. 7, c:ac:h with its own diffc:n:nt theological outlook. His 
analysis and conclusions arc: very difficult to accept. Sec also Zakovitch ( 1977). 
2. Cf. Renaud ( p. 365). •L'c:ffc:t visible: pc:rmc:t de: rc:montc:r a la cause: invisible:. -
J. E. Hammc:rshaimb {1970. p. 57); Fey t 1963. p. 41 ); Ward 0969. p. 39); Mays (1969, p. 
K9); Rudolph (1971. p. 154); Wolff ( 1977. p. 1113). 
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soning. Amos responds to the attacks and protests which must have been 
levelled against him and his message.• His (as well as other prophets', 2: 12) 
right to speech had been challenged and his words and ideas impugned. In 
defense of his previous oracle announcing impending punishment of the 
elected people (3: 1·2), he forcefully and cogently argues that prophecy is 
not a self-generating act, but that the prophet is irresistibly compelled to 
deliver God's words: .. A lion has roared. who can but fear? My Lord God 
has spoken, who can but prophesy? .. (3:8}. 
Though, as has been oft-noted, Amos adopted and adapted the style of 
the wisdom teacher in this pericope,' his composition ncvenhcless remains 
unique both in its form and content as well as in its comprehensive presen-
tation and internal development. The purpose of this study is to highlight 
the literary artistry of this unit, in addition to commenting on pertinent 
lexical and contextual matters. 
It should be noted at the outset that Amos has a decided predilection 
for delivering his oracles seriatim. The book commences with a catalogue 
of prophecies against foreign nations and in the ensuing chapters further 
examples arc clearly attested." This formal literary device, moreover, is 
skillfully used by him here and in chs. 1-2 for an additional psychological 
purpose. He first attracts the attention of his listeners by deftly drawing 
them into his orbit of thinking by means of statements which they can 
readily and favorably accept, and then suddenly and dramatically he con-
fronts his already captive audience with a totally unexpected and climactic 
finale. The literary genre of the prophecies against foreign nations served 
him as an apt prelude to his surprise denunciation of Israel. 7 And now by 
employing another genre, this time drawn from the sphere of wisdom lit· 
erature, he gradually yet persuasively leads his opponents step by st.ep into 
the vonex of a seemingly innocuous reasoning process. He commences by 
bringing an example from an everyday normal occurrence, and then he 
carefully continues to describe crisis situations which take place in both 
4. Cf. Rudolph (1971. p. ISi); and Wolff(p. 181). See, too. Melugin (1978, p. 381). For 
the appeal to reason and merhod of analogy. sec Gitay (p. 291!). 
S. Cf. Lindblom (19SS, p. 201); Gese ( 1962. pp. 424-427); Terrien (1962. pp. 111-llS): 
Reventlow (1962, pp. 27·30): Armler (1965. p. 187); Mays (p. 60); Ward (p. 40); Rudolph (p. 
154): Wolff (pp. 93. 183). See also Miumann ( 1971, pp. 141-143). For analogous Mesopota-
mian rhetorical questions. sec Lamben ( 1967. p. 241. 11. 40-&2): ino lo nilkimi "'aim~. ino lo 
oJcalim~ lcobra1, "Has she become pregnant without having had intercourse? Has she become 
fat without ea1ing?• 
6. For the presentation in a series. cf. the litany of punishments with their stereotypic 
refrain in ch. 4:6-11: and lhe sequence of visions in chs. 7-8. 
7. See Paul ( 1971 a, pp. 397-403, and 1981. pp. 189-204). 
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the animal and human worlds-all of which merely serve as a cohesive 
prolegomenon to his essential and final point: the phenomenon of proph-
ecy is likewise a product of this same irresistible sequence of cause and 
effect. 
Another literary similarity exists between Amos' use of these two dif-
ferent genres (in chs. 1-2 and here). Not only are they presented in a se-
ries. but both skillfully employ the well-known pattern of the graduated 
ascending number, scheme, 7 / 8, in which the eighth oracle and the eighth 
rhetorical question (and not the seventh) bring the respective pericopes to 
their climactic and unexpected conclusion. K The first seven oracles as well 
as the seven rhetorical questions serve as an effective decoy for his ultimate 
trap; they are pre-climactic. His audience, who most probably assumed 
that the seventh oracle (against Judah)" and the seventh question ( .. Can 
misfonune come to a town if the Lord has not caused it?j would be the 
final one, is thus completely caught off guard when the prophet adds his 
eighth and last thrust. The effect is even more poignant when it is recalled 
that Amos himself had a literary penchant for ex.pressing himself also in 
heptads (cf. 2: 14-16),10 and when it is funher noted that the personal name 
of the god of Israel, YHWH, appears for the first time specifically in the 
seventh question-two impressive reasons which would naturally lead one 
to conclude that the prophet had reached the apogee of his presentation 
with his seventh pronouncement. All the more startling then that he im-
mediately confounds his by now unsuspecting listeners with his dramatic 
denouement. Such surprise finales are yet another literary device utilized 
with great dexterity by this prophet in order to upset and reverse firmly 
established beliefs and principles held by the people of Israel, e.g., 3:2: 
5: 18; 9:7. 
The internal logical development of the subject matter itself is also 
well-designed. After a general and logical all-inclusive introductory ques-
tion (vs. 3, see below), he continues first with a pair of examples drawn 
ex.elusively from the animal world-a lion and its victim (vs. 4), and then 
proceeds by presenting two rhetorical questions rooted in the antagonistic 
relationship between the animal (birds) and the human world-the latter 
8. Sec Paul 11981. pp. 196-197) for examples from Ugaritic and the Bible. 
9. For a discussion of the originality of this oracle, sec Paul ( 1981). 
10. Gordis ( 1943. pp. 17-26; and 1980, p. 218). Zaltovitch (p. 195) secs here a pattern of 
3-4 (actually one question followed by three pairs of questions) within a larger panern of six-
seven. and brings examples from Biblical and Ancient Near Eas1ern literature (p. 547). Al-
though he does not accept the originality of vss. 7 and 8. he understands correctly the internal 
structural and contex1ual order of 1he unit leading up to 1he seventh question (pp. 198-199). 
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who set traps for the former (vs. 5). Thereupon he progresses to· the inter-
personal realm. where man's hostility is directed against his fellowman (vs. 
6a); and then finally he ascends to the human-divine sphere of interac-
tion-catastrophes on canh arc divine doings (vs. 6b). Then, and only 
then, after all areas of existence arc acknowledged to fall within the same 
preconceived pattern of cause and result, docs he add his last link, i.e., the 
unique causal relationship between YHWH and the prophet (vs. Sb). 
An additional emotional dimension in this literary unit (after the first 
innocuous introductory question) is the ominous feeling of no exit, no es-
cape. The examples all depict the parties involved as being in situations 
where they arc ensnared or overpowered by some stronger force, be it an-
imal, human or divine. This physical or psychological entrapment pro-
vides a very apt analogue to the end of the previous chapter, where Amos 
describes the imminent defeat of Israel in terms of complete and total ines-
capability. With the aid of an hcptad to express completeness, he power-
fully portrays the paralysis of all the military units and divisions of the 
Israelite army (2: 14-16). This theme of total inescapability, it should be 
noted, also recurs in a later chapter. 9: 1-4. 
Another unique facet of this pericope, which has all but escaped the 
attention of commentators, is the novel way in which Amos employs the 
literary device of the double rhetorical question. The particle cic which in-
troduces vs. 6 is not, as many have thought, a more intensive form of the 
question, but is rather the standard correlative and complement of the in-
terrogative particle :i, which is employed in the previous verses. Though 
there arc some dozen diff crent ways of posing and composing double ques-
tions in biblical Hebrew, 11 this specific pattern-five consecutive questions 
introduced by :i followed by two introduced by cic12-is unparalleled and 
can be attributed to the innovative literary creativity of the prophet him-
self. 
Once this literary device is recognized, it is intriguing to sec whether it 
can be pursued yet one step further. Biblical Hebrew also has several dif-
ferent ways of formulating a triple question. The two most attested arc 
mo ... DK ••• :i (e.g., Jer 2: 14, 31; 8:4-5; 16: 19; 49: I; cf. Isa 50:2) and 
':I ... enc •.• :i (e.g., Num J 1:12: Isa 66:8; Jer 18:14-15; 31:20; [48:27]; 
Amos 6: 12: Mic 4:9; Hab 3:8; Job 7: 12; 10:5-6; and a possible conflate of 
both forms in Jcr 8:22). In the latter form, the particle ':I introduces the 
11. Avishur ( 1973, pp. 421-464). See also Held (1969. pp. 71-79). For the device of rhe-
torical questions in inllucncing people. er. Gitay (pp. 296, 302). 
12. for other examples of two consecutive interrogatives introduced by mt, cf. Jer 48:27 
and Job 6:12. 
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logical conclusion of the two preceding CK ••• :'! questions. u This very tri-
partite pattern is also attested once in the book of Amos, 6: 12. Thus is it 
only merely a coincidence that in this unit directly after the double oic ... :'! 
questions in vss. 3-6, vs. 7 begins with"='• the particle which so often func-
tions as the introddetion to the third part of this conventional literary pat-
tern? 
If this verse is a later interpolation, as most-but not all-modern 
commentators think 1• (see below), it should at least be noted that formally 
and externally (if admittedly not contex.tually), the addition conforms to 
the distinctive style of the biblical formulation of the triple question. 
A further point. In the first five questions, all of which are introduced 
by the interrogative :'!, the result or effect precedes the cause: "Can two 
walk together" (result) "without having met?" (cause) ... Does a lion roar in 
the forest" (result) "when he has no prey?" (cause) ... Does a great beast 
utter a cry from its den"(result) .. without having made a capture?"(cause). 
"Does a bird swoop to the ground into a trap" (result) "with no bait?" 
(cause) ... Does a trap spring up from the ground" (result) "unless it has 
caught something?" (cause). 
However, in the first half of verse 6, the prophet deliberately reverses 
his train of thought and states the cause prior to the result:'' "When a ram's 
horn is sounded in a town" (cause), .. do people not take alarm?" (result). 
And at this juncture, the change of formal presentation coincides with a 
change of formulation-for precisely here the prophet introduces his rhe-
torical questions for the first time with the interrogatory particle oic. 
Change of order of reasoning, change of formal expression-a delicate ad-
ditional literary touch. Then, in vs. 6b, he continues using the CK particle, 
but reverts to his original pattern of result preceding cause: .. Can misfor-
tune come to a town" (result) .. if YHWH has not caused it?" (cause). By 
13. Cf. Avishur. tu ... di., for the distinction bctw"n m11 and ':I. For ':I after two initial 
series or rhetorical questions. see Job 10:4-6 (and. partially Hab 3:8). Zakovitch (p. 199) also 
remarks upon the ':I in this rhetorical sequence, but discounts the originality ofYS. 7. 
14. For it being a later literary addition. see. e.g., Mani ( 1904); Duhm ( 1911, p. 5): L.:ihr 
(1901); Nowack (1922): Sellin (1930); Weiser (1929); Lehming ( J9S8); Baumann (1952); (iese 
( 1%21: Schmidt ( 1%S); Ward f p. 39); Wolff ( 1977): Rudolph ( 1971). On the other hand. cf. 
Harper( 190S); Gressmann (1921); Theis(l937); Robinson ( 1964); Maag (19SI, p. 14); Cripps 
( 1%0); Revendow C 1962. p. 27); Terrien (p. 112); Hammershaimb (p. 70), ~can be interpreted 
not as superfluous.• Most recently, Gitay (pp. 3()4.JOS), bases the verse's authenticity on its 
rhetorical function. 
IS. This point was s"n by many commentators; e.g., Cripps (p. 155); Wolff (p. 183); 
Rudolph Ip. IS4l: but they do not indicate that this is a deliberately intentional reversal or 
the mun or thought. nor do most of them connect it with the change in rhetorical formula-
tion. 
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thus alternating the cause-result sequence (6a) with the immediately pre· 
ceding and following result-cause sequence (Sb and 6b), the prophet art-
fully varies a stereotypic formal pattern and creates thereby a very effective 
chiastic word order. 
One more feature accompanies this stylistic formal change from :i lo 
ax. In the first five :i -qucstions, the subject matter remains the same in the 
single or double cola (i.e., individuals, lions and prey, birds and traps). But 
in vs. 6, where the two ax -questions appear, two different subjects or 
themes arc present in each of the separate cola; the sounding of a .. ram's 
horn"(6a) and a .. catastrophe" in the city (6b)-the former makes the peo-
ple tremble; the latter is the Lord's doing. 
It is also of interest to note that in his application of the process of 
cause and effect, Amos relics on both the senses of seeing and hcaring-
and these two arc employed in an alternating pattern. One reaches the ob-
vious conclusion when one sees two walking together (vs. 3); when one 
hears the growl of a lion (vs. 4); when one stts a bird swooping down or 
caught in a trap (vs. S); and when one hears the blast of a ram's horn (vs. 
6a). All these sights and sounds together demonstrate the inevitable and 
indissoluble connection between cause and effect. 
An internal literary pattern characterized by symmetry and concaten-
ation is also discernible within this section: 
3 Tml"CllC 'n7: ,,,,. CMll1 'O'm 
' 
T.)'"Clt 'n'r.l 'IN'llll:ll) 1"1? ,.!1:1 JtT':"I ""rx ,,o, ill':l :MIC llC1l1':'I 
5 TC7> "' T0'1 ;11:rnc:1 yo n1rmr.i m rx wj11z:n J"ilC:'I n!T?Y ,,!1% .,,mi., 
6 :'l'IUY i6 ';ii ,.Y:i :i:sn :1':1rrc1C ,,.,,,. IC'7 CY1 ,.y;:i i1>'lll7 lljm' CIC 
7 ~ T"'Cr'1c mo :'1?1 cic.., i::i ':'I •me :nr7ll" IC'7 .., 
8 !Cl'"' 'l:I i:rr ':i •:mt KT"., 'l:I llCV :MK 
1. The negative ex.prcssion CIC 'n'r.l appears before a verb only twice in 
the entire Bible, and these two sole occurrences are in the consecutive vss. 
3 and 4b.'6 (Interestingly enough the word CIC itself is employed in three 
different ways in these series of questions-as pan of a negation (vss. 3, 
4b), as the correlative of :i in a double rhetorical question (vs. 6), and sim-
ply as a particle (vs. 7)). Note also the alternating formulations of 'n'7:::i 
16. In both Gen 47: I K ;ind Judg 7: 14. Dll "l'l'r.i is employed before a subs1anti.,e. For eir.tra-
biblical occurrences of n'r.I. cf. the Phoenician inscription o( Tabnit. line S. :x:iv i• n'r.I. Don· 
ner-Rollig 11962, 13:5). For Ugaritic. hit. see Gordon. ( 196.S, 466 and 479). Cf. Labusch;igne 
119"4. pp. 97-99). 
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aic, (vs. 3), i •.• :i (vs. 4a), aic "li?::l ••• :i (vs. 46), , :i (vs. Sa), fol-
lowed once by ic? • • • :i and l wice by ic? • • • cic. 
2. In addition to aic "!i?::l, there are several other negative formulations. 




1" ric .,-i111 (vs. 4a) 
Tnrr K'1 ain (vs. 6a) 
.,.. .!l.:r: (vs. lla) 
;ii, ric 1t7101 (vs. 5al: 
~ !,'! ':n (vs. 6b); 
IQl' !'Z..::e (vs. lib); 
3. The verb -c? appears in two consecutive final cola, vss. 4b and Sb. 
4. Since in vss. 4-6 the place or instrument in question is always specif-
ically mentioned in both cola, and since the same word, ,.~. is twice re-
peated in vs. 6. more caution should be taken before concluding (as most 
commentators do) that the word n11 in vs. Sa is a so-called redundant intru-
sion from vs. Sb. (See below for further evidence for the originality of this 
word in vs. Sa.) 
S. Vs. 7a is directly linked to the immediately prior vs. 6b by the iden-
tical three words, ;"111:11 IC? ':'I • • • ':'I :'117:11' ic?. which are arranged chiastically. 
6. Vs. S. in turn, contains two specific features which link it directly 
with vs. 7: a) Three identical words i:n ~ 'l'I (vs. 7a) and i:n er.me ':'I (vs. 
Sb). (Of course,~ in vs. 7a is a noun and,~ in vs. Sb a verb; however the 
appearance or this base root twice in conjunction with the rare expression 
er.rm 'l'I is very striking and obviously meant to be intentional.) b) Only in 
these two verses is there a specific mention of prophets, D"lr::ll:'I (vs. 7b), and 
their prophecy, K::ll' (vs. Sb). (For the significance of these last two points, 
Sand 6, in determining the originality of vs. 7, see below.) 
7. A chiastic indusio exists between :'MIC llflV':1 (vs. 4a) and llCll1 :'MM (vs. 
Sa). 
8. Another (editorial) indusio ~an also be detected in the phrase ':i i::rr 
(vs. I) and i::rr ~ 'l'I (vs. 8). (Although the first two verses of chapter 3 
are an independent literary unit. they formally serve as the contextual 
background for the ensuing justification or the prophet 'S ffiiSSiOn. )I• 
9. Finally, as a literary aside, attention should also be drawn to the 
chapter's overall embracive indusiu: ,j)'!2M ••• i:11mu (vss. 1-2) and ("Mj)'Di) 
,j)'!21C • • • 1:111!1117 ( vss. 13-14 ). 
17. The 11'1-negation i> already in1roductd in vs. Sb. 
Ill. <ii1ay (p. 2YSI. suggests that a rheforical analysis or the various unih or this chapter 
suggescs their being "mu1ually related" . . . "are part or a single discourse. - Ste also p. 306. 
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Annotations to the verses: 
Ver.~e 3: 
-can two walk together without having met'!" Doubt has been cast 
by some commentators on the authenticity of this verse in relation to the 
entire literary unit . .ltl The main arguments are: I. This is the only verse in 
the composition which lacks a complementary poetic colon. 2. A plural 
verb is found only in this sentence. 3. Unlike all the other verses. the image 
portrayed here is a peaceful one. bearing no overtones of a threatening 
situation. However, I. Since the pericope consists of an heptad of intro-
ductory questions. and since seven is an odd and not an even number, one 
verse by necessity must contain only a single and not a double question. 2. 
The plural verb is necessitated by the subject a-w ... two". Moreover, the 
anonymity of "two walking together" makes this theme an appropriate 
continuation of the dual relationship just described between Israel and 
God (vss. 1-2), 21 on the one hand, and serves in addition as a convenient 
all-purpose introduction to the remaining six questions or .. bilateral'" re-
lations, on the other. 3. The citing of a .. neutral" or .. normal" life situation 
and not one which alludes to a specific threat or crisis is intentional. in 
order to lure the audience into the prophet's train of thought. By capturing 
their attention with such a -banal" and everyday event with which they can 
readily concur, Amos .. socractically" and psychologically weaves the first 
thread in the web which will eventually bind them to his own pre-planned 
conclusion. Linguistically. too, this verse bears a distinctive .. trademark" 
of Amos, i.e., the expression DK "nT.2 preceding a verb, as noted above, ap-
pears only in this book. 
The verb rtlTll here means merely ''to meet." without any overtones of 
19. er. the striking verbal similarity to Gen 22:6.11. Nole. too. the iterative: or frequc:nta-
tivc: force: or most or the verbs in 1his pc:ricopc. The prophet. as so often throughout his proph-
ecies. draws upon his own personal experiences for most or his examples. 
20. E.g .• Nowack: Mani; Gesc (p. 425); Schmidt (p. IK)); Renaud (pp. 3S7-359). Mani 
and Gc:se consider this verse to be: a gloss supplying the molif for the punishment announced 
in J:2b. Sec: also Stoc:be 11970. pp. 217 ff.) and Eichrodt ( 1977. p. 12S). However, according 
to Wolff (p. 1114). -verse 3 belongs to the original series of questions. even though this sen-
tence: differs in tone from those that follow.~ See also his note b on p. 1110 and p. ltll. -verse 
J gives the impression of being a preface:. - Cf. also Miumann (pp. 135-137). Renaud (p. 3541. 
i~ correct. however. in his observation that vss. 1·2 concern the election of Israel: vss 3-11 
that of the prophet. The first two verses are the: words of Yahwe. the: next. the: words ol lhc 
prophet 
21. Cf. Gitay Ip. 295) and Koch (1976. p. 16). 
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.. by plan" or "by design ... Neither does it imply meeting by "agreement" or 
by .. making an appointment." For it is natural. as well as obvious. that 
people do bump into one another by chance without prearranging either 
the time or the place of the liaison.2? Were the prophet to have asked 
whether two people walk together only by predesignation. he would have 
defeated his purpose from the very outset. For the answer to such a ques· 
tion is. of course they do: sometimes two individuals do walk together by 
chance. But his examples are geared toward an absolute negative response 
without room for any exception. And so it is impossible to disagree with 
him. for what he describes is so self.-evident. If two people are seen walking 
together, it is clearly because they have met. Quod era1 demons1randum. 
As Rudolph (p. 155) so correctly comments on this verse, .. Je unbestreit· 
barer seine Beispiele sind, desto brauchbarer far die Absicht. die er mit 
ihnen verfolgt ... 
For 'TY' .. to meet, .. compare Wiil 'r.mc, the .. Tent of Meeting": and for the 
verb in the Nif'al, e.g .• Exod 25:22 m:nn; 30:6, 36. ,~~. to describe the 
meeting of Moses with God.:?.1 
Verse 4 ,., ric 11io1 in :Mic ~ 
"C., OIC '1'1.,::l 'lnl1l17.)ll l'Tt? ,.~ yno:'r 
.. Does a lion roar in the forest when he has no prey? Does a great beast let 
out a cry from its den without having made a capture?" 
These two rhetorical questions most likely refer to two different stages 
in the hunt. The initial roar of the lion2• issues from the forest (in):u, when 
22. See Rudolph (p. 151, n. Jal. with additional bibliographical n:fen:nces and discus-
sion, especially to Gese (p. 425). Cf. also Tur Sinai ( 1967, p. 458). The LXX n:ading. (ta .. µq 
-;11wpia-u1 ea11roiis) = i:rru, "unless they knew one another" is due to the influence or the 
verb.,. in venc 2a and is not to be accepted. So Rudolph (p. 151, n. Ja), and Wolff (p. 179, 
n. a), against Mani; Nowack: Cripps. Thomas ( 1956, pp. 69-70). on the.other hand, followed 
this reading. but derived the root from the Arabic cognate, wd', "'to be reconciled. to make 
peac:e"-which misn:pl'C$CnlS the intention or the question. The Masoretic text is indepen· 
dently confirmed by two other Greek translations, Aquila a11,,,.atw11ra1. "agree to come to-
gether" and Theodotion, a11J'tA.8-111, "meet one another.• as well as by the Vulgate. 
con~rwrit l!is, "'they have agreed• and the Targum, uzrmt. There are times, however. when a 
pre-arranged agreement is n:rerred to, e.g .• Job 2:11: Neh 6:2. 
23. This does not mean to imply that in Amos, however, the verb has "unc portee theo-
logique, •or "une allusion a l'ex perience de Mtiise. • Renaud ( p. 359), or that there is an allu· 
sion to the covenant. Stoebe ( p. 221 ). 
24. er. 1:2. 3:8. The lion is also mentioned in 3:4, 8, 12. 
25. For other examples of an :"1"'111 in their. see e.g .• Jcr. 5:6: 12:8. 
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he has first located and confronted his prey. but before he has made the 
kill. The second growl is the sound of victory and contentment which he 
cmits/rom his den (inn:vcc).ia, after he has successfully captured and con-
sumed his victim. For other references to roars before or after the catch, 
cf. e.g., Isa 5:29; 31:4; Ezck 22:25; Ps 22:14; l04:20-2lY 
For ,.IC, "great beast, .. rather than its usual translation, .. young lion, .. 
see Ezck: 19:3, "She raised up one of her cubs; he became a great beast 
('T'IC). "'lll 
Verse 5 :ti7 J'IC Wy11:fl fi!C1 no 711 ,,O:r 71cn:t 
'T0'1' 'lf!'t TC17ll":'!z.:nx:i JC nD mM 
"'Does a bird swoop down upon a trap on the ground. if there is no bait? 
Docs a trap spring up from the ground unless it has caught something?" 
The two antithetical verbal expressions in the separate cola. ;11 701 and 
JC m11, also represent two different stages in the capture of a bird, before 
and after it is trapped. For the meaning of "111 701 is not the same as ·:l ;01; 
only the latter means .. fall into" (-a trap into which most translators and 
excgetes have themselves inadvertently fallen into here). 7117!u, as the prep-
osition itself indicates, means to .. swoop" or .. plunge down upon. - Amos 
is rhetorically posing the following question: does a bird swoop down 
upon a ground trap (no) unless there is a wyu:i? The problem now is what is 
exactly meant by a wyic. Since it is usually assumed that WY"ll is synony-
mous with no, and since, to further compound and confound the issue, the 
Septuagint reflects a reading •10 ;11 (tTri riw -yq11) "upon .. instead of no 711, 
many commentators conclude that the noun no in the first colon has been 
incorrectly repeated from the second colon and consequently should be 
26. The :um or Tl'ZI is the den or lions, Nah 2.: 12·13, Ps 104:21·22, Job 38:3~. Cant 4:8: 
jackal$, Jer 5:10, 10:22, 49:33, 51:37; adder. Isa 11:8; and other wild animals. Job 37:8. The 
word has not been added, but, as seen from all the comparable place names in the other cola, 
is original; co111Ta Cripps (p. 154); Wolff (p. 180). 
27. For the interpretation or two dilTm:nt stasc:s in the catch. cf. Nowack (p. 132); Sellin 
(p. 214); Theis (p. 120); Hammershaimb(p. 58); Cripps (p. 153); Rudolph (p. 155). See espe-
cially Braslavi (1967, pp. 12-16) who also refers to Kahle ( 1935. p. 586). 
28. For the roar or annc "!'IQ, cf. Judg 14:5. 
29. Forthewordpaironm ... r-.secWeiss(l981,p.138). 
JO. This nuance has been almCHt universally overlooked. For a ran: exception, Vogt 
(1967, p. 80). •fall upon" by extension gets to mean •attack." Cf .. e.g.. Isa 16:9: Jer 48:32: 
and Akk. a11a X maqiiltu '"to fall upon,• and "'to attack.• 
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deleted. 11 On the other hand. the few commentators who defend the cor-
rectness of the Masoretic te:<.t and who also make a distinction between the 
nouns rt!l and 117j)1z.:i. conclude that a 117j)1z.:i refers to either a .. throwing stick/ 
boomerang"'2 or to a .. striker ... i.e .• the moveable part of a trap which 
strikes and paralyses the ensnared bird." However. these same commen-
tators unfortunately overlooked the correct nuance of Heb. ;:e ~1 and 
themselves .. fell into .. a translation trap. That which is being described in 
this verse is the c·ause for a bird's sudden and swift descent. Why does a 
bird swoop down upon a trap? It is because of the 117j)1ZI. which is obviously 
none other than the .. bait" or .. decoy" which is attached to the trap."' For 
this meaning of 117j)11.:1, compare I Sam 18:21 ... Saul thought. 'I will give her 
[Michal] to him [David]; let her be the bait that lures him [117?11.:1] to his 
death at the hands of the Philistines' ... (So correctly NEB). (By pars pro 
tow, 117j)1ZI, which is the .. bait" of a trap, comes to signify the .. trap" itself.) 
The bait or decoy first lures the unsuspecting bird to plunge down from on 
high (5a), and then the trap itself springs up to ensnare its victim (5b). 
Vt'rse 6 mlT' it? ain ~ i1>'!l17 l1i'fT' aic 
mv:e it? ':ii ,.r.i :un :-mn aic 
.. When a ram's horn is sounded in a town, do the people not take alarm? 
Can misfortune come to a town. if the Lord has not caused it? .. 
JI. So most commentators: cf. Wolff (p. 180. n. d). A few c:ommentaton. on the other 
hand, interpret "' as a corruption or an original ':Ill (with the LXX); so Ehrlich ( 1912, p. 234); 
Harper (p. 69), followin1 Perles (189S). 
32. E.1 .• Wolff (p. 18S), who rrien to von Oppenheim (1931, pp. 93-94 and plates 9b, 
17b). Hammenhaimb (p. S8), brings his evidence from Ennan and Ranke ( 1923, p. 264). 
JJ. Driver(l9S4, pp. 131-136). (Driver's Akkadian equivalents, however. must be viewed 
with a 1reat deal of caution). On the subject of traps and snan:s, see Gerleman (194S-46, pp. 
79-90). (On p. 81, ll'jJ"ID, Ma manned clap net," and on p. 82, n•, Mautomatic bird trap.j; and 
Toomb( 1962. pp. 687-688). For the combination of"l'ln and "9, see Ps 124:7; Prov 7:23; Eccl 
9:12. For nD and 1171D, see Josh 23:13: Isa 8:14; Pss 69:23; Pss 141:9. Compare, too, U1aritic 
yqlm, Mbird catc:hen."Cf. Hos 9:8 ll!"I?" nt: Ps 91:3,....,. nt; 124:7, tl"IPl"" n•. 
34. For the meaning Mbait," Driver: Harper (p. 71); Cripps (pp. 144-154); Vogt; and Ru-
dolph (p. ISi, n. Sa), who also cites van Hoonac:ker, van Gelderen, Robinson, Snaith. and 
Amsler. See also Heller (1960, p. SI) and Ashbcl (1966. pp. 103-104). lnmestingly enough. 
the Targum translates Heb. llV1D by "l"J •provision. game.• See, coo, Vogt (pp. 79-90), and 
Rudolph. both of whom aiso add Ps 69:23. For an example of a bird (Heb. "l'ID:r = Akk. 
issur&1) being caught (Heb. 'Ti1 == saba1u) in a trap or decoy, compare the following curse in 
Wiseman (I 9S8, p. 73, line S82): ki la iss"'1l ina du·ba-qi iUabatuni, •just as a bird is caught 
in a???." For Akk. tubilqi, cf. Wiseman, •trap;" Chicago Assyrian Dictionary. I, 209 imu 
tubilqi, •decoy;" Akkadischrs Handw0r1nbuch, 136', tulNiqu, •ein Gebusch?"Cf. also Akk. 
a""· Mbird used for decoy," and arrutu •usect as decoy," CAD. A. II, 30S·306. 
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Hc:rc: the locus changes. and the focus is set upon events which take 
place within a town or city (,.~)." The questions are introduced by the 
intc:rrogativc 01« (see above), and in vs. 6a the cause precedes the result (see 
above)."' This sequence not only produces its own literary effect but is also 
contextually necessary. for there are many possible reasons which would 
result in a people's taking alarm." Here. however, the alarm is specifically 
caused by the ram's horn heralding the imminent danger of an approach· 
ing enemy.•• (For a similar alarming effect of such a blast upon the people 
- within the context of Moses' prophetic mission - cf. Exod 19:18-19, 
C:ir.t TlrM • • • i!l'!W. ) 
The second half of vs. 6 returns to the result<ause sequence, thereby 
creating an internal chiastic order. In vs. 6b, the finale to his interrogatory 
overture. Amos indulges in yet another polemic. this time against the pop· 
ular belief that the Lord will not bring any misfortune or catastrophe upon 
his chosen people."' Having been elected and selected, they naively be-
lieved that Y HWH. the God of Hosts. was truly with them (5: 14), and that 
the .. Day of the Lord .. would be one of light for them (5: 18). They therefore 
feel secure enough to confidently boast ... Never shall the evil (:iri:i) over· 
take us or come near to us" (9: 10). (For similar sentiments, cf. Mic 3: 11. 
'"The Lord is in our midst: no calamity (mn) shall overtake us;" and Jer 
5: 12 ... No trouble (:iri) shall come upon us./ Amos here, as in the other 
sections. demolishes these popular sentiments and time-honored beliefs 
and reaches completely opposite conclusions."'' 
JS. By lhe locus now being the .. city," the prophel •progressively zeros in on lhe world of 
ellperience of his hearers [in Samaria]," Wolff (p. 186). For the use of Qll with a plural verb, 
cf. Exod. 20: 18. 
36. er. n. IS. above. There is no reason to either reverse the two stichs as suggested by 
Baumganner ( 1913, pp. 78-80) nor lo view 6a as "une intervention redactionnelle," Renaud, 
(p. 359). 
37. Compare Rudolph (pp. 154, 156), " ... weil hier die Fonsetzung des bisherigen 
Schemas zu Unrichtigkeiten gefuhn hltte: Das Erschrecken der Menschen kann vielerei An· 
llsse haben nicht nur den bier pnannten." 
38. E.g •• Hos 5:8; 8:1; Joel 2:15; Jer 6:1, 17: Ezek 33:3. 
39. For :m. "misfonune, calamity," in Amos, 6:3; 9:4. 10. Cf. Deut 32:23: I Sam 6:9; 2 
Kings 6:33; Isa 45:7; Jer 1:14; 18:8; Ezek 7:5; Job 2:10. For :un mn'1. cf. Ellod 32:14. In 
Akkadian the same semantic development also occurs: lt!mnu Mmorally bad. evil;" /t!muuu, 
Mmisfonune. calamity ... er. Enlil lt!mulla ina mati ilJakan. "Enlil will inflict a calamity upon 
the country. "See CAD. L. 128, for examples. 
40. Cf. Gitay (pp. 296-297), and Kapelrud ( 1966. p. 198). 
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Vt•rse 7 
.. lmh:ed•1 my Lord God does nothing'2 
i:rt ';i •:nK :'1117~ IC; ":l 
CMC"""'...i't M"'.3'.,K mo :t?l CK ":l 
without having revealed his purpose•• to his servants. the prophets ... 
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Most commentators regard this verse as a later interpolation .... It is a 
prose didactic declarative dogmatic assertation (not a rhetorical question), 
and it is contended that it is .. reminiscent of Deuteronomistic history 
writing""' or is a .. Deuteronomic cliche . ...,.Though the expression M"'.J 
lrll":ll:1, .. his servants. the prophets." is typical of that school of expres-
sion-e.g., 2 K.gs 9:7; 17:13, 23: 21:10: 24:2; Jer 7:25: 25:4; 26:5, 29:19; 
35: 15: 44:4 (cf. Ezek 38: 17; Zech I :6: Ezek 9: 11; Dan 9:6, I 0)-it does not 
inevitably and absolutely follow that the prophet could not have expressed 
himself in this manner ... The fact that the representation of the prophets 
as the servants of Y HWH occurs especially in Jeremiah and the later 
prophets is not sufficient proof that Amos could not have used this im-
age."'' Or as succinctly stated by Rudolph in another connection. '":-.lat-
iirlich haben wir hier Ausdrucke. die auch deuteronomistischen Literatur 
gelaufig sind, . . . aber der deuteronomistische Stil war ja nicht eines 
Tages plotzlich da, sondern hat sich entwickelt . ....,. And it is obviously more 
than a bit exaggerated to declare that the .. theology seems very unlike the 
thinking of Amos ...... The notion expressed here is intrinsically rooted in 
the biblical concept of prophecy. The prophet stands in the presence of 
God (Jer I 5: I, 19). is privy to the divine council (Isa 6; Jer 23: 18, 22). and 
as the spokesman for the deity is apprised in advance as to the plans of his 
God. The institution of prophecy is founded on the basic premise that God 
41. The ':I is asscverative. Note moreover the use of ':I twice corresponding to the double 
1111 in the former verse. 
42. i:n ... 11'7, Manything," Mnothing," cf. Exod 9:4; I Kgs S:7; 10:3; Isa 39:2. Compare 
a.lso the prophet's ironic use of this expression as a doubk entendu in 6:13. For""Cn ~. d. 
Akk. amatu epelu, Mio perform an act." CAD. E. 202. 
43. -na mi, Prov. 11:13; 20:19; 2S:9. Wolff (p. 187), agrte$ that "'the expression. 'to ineal 
a plan.• is otherwise at home in proverbial wisdom," yet don not interpret it by Mn:fen:nce to 
its wisdom backpound.~ against Terrien (pp. 112·1 IS). For the relation betwecn "nO and the 
prophets, see Lindblom (1973, pp. 112-1 IS). 
44. See above n. 14. Cf. Wolff (p. 181), ~rt can be assencd with considerable assurance 
that 3:7 is a later literary addition.~ See. too, Renaud (pp. 3S4-3SS); and Willi-Plcin (1971, 
pp. 21-23). 
4S. Cf. Weiser (p. 128): Lehming (p. IS2); Mays (p. 61); Fey (p. 42); Wolff {p. 187); Ru· 
dolph (p. 107) with cenain reservations. Cf. esp. Schmidt (p. 18S·l88). 
46. Zimmerli {19S7. pp. 22·23). 
47. Hammcnhaimb (p. 60). 
48. Rudolph (p. 121 ). Nevertheless, he docs consider the verse hen: to be secondary. 
49. Mays (pp. 61-62). So. too, Renaud (p. JSS). 
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makes his will known to chosen individuals. as is already clearly stated in 
Gen 18:17. 
If the verse is a later interpolation. it must be admitted that it was in-
serted with great adroitness and artistry. For as the above diagram shows. 
vs. 7a is chiastically interrelated to vs. 6b by the identical phrase. :iwir K., ':i 
f ":i :w,. ic?, and is related to vs. Sb by the words. i:n l:.T':"l7ic ':i. Vs. 7b is also 
connected to vs. Sb by the common theme of prophecy. Furthermore, as 
mentioned above, the formal literary framework is the -:i ••• CK • • :i 
pattern, even though the particle ":I here is used differently. Thus Hammer-
shaimb 's cautious comment (reached without the aid of the above literary 
connections) should be taken very seriously: .. Verse 7 can, however, be 
interpreted as a far from superfluous clement in the context.""'' The verse 
definitively establishes the credibility of the prophet, per se. 
Verse 8" 
.. A lion has roared, who can but fear? 
K"T" ic?32 '0 lK1l7 l'l""UC 
IC::u' K? '0 i:n ":i 'TIX 
My Lord God has spoken, who can but prophesy?" 
Amos finally reaches the climax and ultimate purpose of his presentation. 
Literarily, as seen above, the first two words (which are identical to 1:2) 
form a chiastic indusio with vs. 4.sl The style of this verse is also distinct:~• 
a declarative statement of fact followed by a rhetorical question. The 
prophet thereby artfully concludes his thought in the same stylistic manner 
in which he began, that is by employing the device of a rhetorical question 
to express a consequential relationship. The staccato-like effect of the en· 
tire sentence highlights and emotionally reflects his own existential situa-
tion. The prophet acts under divine compulsion ... A prophet does not 
choose his profession but is.chosen, often against his own will .... A 
prophet does not elect to prophesy but is selected by God and is irresistibly 
SO. Hammershaimb (p. S9). er. Gitay (p. 299). 
SI. Some ex:egetcs consider this verse as a separate oracle. Most recently an argument 
has been made based on meter by Stuart ( 1976, p. 201). er. also Renaud (p. JSO). See, how· 
ever. Wolff(pp. 181-182), and Rudolph (p. IS4, n. 13). 
S2. See Schwarzwald ( 1979). 
SJ. For other examples of sections which begin and end with the same root words. cf. 
2: 14, 16 Irma. im, ou1. and 9: I, 4 (l'l.'I, :nn). 
54. Gitay (p. 306), suggests that the prophet, "breaks the stylistic pattern in order to at· 
tract auention. The usage of mixed 'genres' 3-6, 7, 8 ... is effective:." 
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compelled to deliver his message. "5S Thus it is useless for the populace to 
demand or even threaten him to remain silent (2: I 2).S6 The prophet speaks 
when commanded. but once commanded, must speak.S7 
SS. Paul (1971 b, pp. I ISl-1152). See also Cripps (pp. 157-158): Rudolph (p. 156). Cf. 
Jet. 20:7-9. 
56. Rudolph Ip. 156), .. und wie man da nicht llberlegen kann: soil ich zittem oder soil ich 
nic:ht zittem?-man zitten eben-, genauso ist es, wenn der Ruf Jahwes ergeht.-cr. Junker 
( 1950. pp. 4-13). 
57. Paul. /oc. C'it. 
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